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ABSTRACT
Human visual attention (VA) is a result of several million years of human evolution, as the cognitive process of
selectively concentrating on certain visual aspects in a scene that are most interesting (e.g. we pay more
attention to a colorful flower among green leaves in a picture), and has attracted continuous research effort
since William James' time. It is beneficial to model VA computationally and incorporate appropriate models in
signal evaluation and processing, since the human is the final receiver and appreciator for most (if not all) such
processed signals, and the scarce system resource is better to be utilized in user-centric manners. In addition,
there is an increasing need for harmonious human-machine interaction (imagining that robots act as caregivers
of senior citizens and salespersons in a future shopping mall), and therefore it would be good if machines possess
similar attention mechanisms as humans. Furthermore, VA is effective and efficient, so its computational emulation
enables technical advantages in system design (like fast target identification).
In this talk, we will first introduce the research problems associated with VA, as well as the relevant physiological
and psychological ground. Afterwards, we are going to discuss the principle of computational VA modelling and
the recent advances in the area, including the bottom-up, top-down and combined approaches. Meaningful
applications in perceptual quality assessment, image retargeting, video coding, computer graphics, and target
identification, as well as the related industrial deployment, are then demonstrated. This talk will also present our
opinions toward possible future research and development.
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